
Mathematical Statistics Exam 2016-12-22 at 14:00–19:00
Centre for Mathematical Sciences MASA01A
Lund University Probability theory

Complete solutions to all problems are required. Models should be specified, approximations and
conclusions should be specified and motivated.

Problems 1, 2 and 3 can give a maximum of 10 points each. Problems 4, 5 and 6 can give a maximum of
20 points each. The maximum total on the exam is 90 points. The limit for Pass (P) is at least 45 points,

and the limit for High Pass (HP) is at least 67 points.

Only the paper sheets provided by the institute in the exam room shall be used, both for solutions and for
sketches/notes.

Each problem solution shall start at the top of a new paper.

Write your ID number on each paper that you hand in.

Red pencil or pen is not allowed.

Only statistical tables provided by the institute are allowed. No other tables or formula sheets are allowed.

1. Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space, and suppose that A,B are disjoint events such that
P (A) = 0.2, P (B) = 0.3. Calculate P (A|Bc).

[10p]

2. Let X1, X2, X3 be independent r.v.’s with respective probability density function

fXk
(u) =

{
1
ke

−u/k, x ≥ 0,
0, x < 0,

for k = 1, 2, 3. Define U = min(X1, X2, X3). Calculate the probability density function of U ,
and E(U) and V ar(U). [10p]

3. Particles in a radioactive piece of material are decaying, and it is known that the number
of decayed particles during a time period t (sec) is Po(θt)-distributed. It is also known that
the probability of there being at least one particle that has decayed during 60 seconds is 0.5.
What value for θ is the appropriate one to use in this model for radioactive decay? [10p]

4. Suppose that V is a r.v. with density

f(v) =


1
4 , v = 1,
1
4 , v = 2,
1
2e

−(v−3), v ≥ 3,

with respect to µ0(v)1{v < 3}+µ1(v)1{v ≥ 3}, where µ0 is counting measure for the integers
in R and µ1 is length measure in R.

(a) Calculate E(V ) and Var(X). [10p]

(b) Calculate E(1{1/4 < 1/V ≤ 2/3}). [10p]
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5. A Swedish family with five children go on vacation to Italy, and the children want ice-cream.
The parents suggest that the children try a new flavour, as opposed to the usual ones they
get in Sweden, and ask the ice-cream owner if she could let them try some exotic flavour.
The owner comes out with five different flavours for the children. The flavours are all quite
unusual however and the chance/probability that a child will like such a new flavour is small,
0.05. The children are all very independent and not easily influenced by their siblings so
their liking/disliking of a flavour is not affected by their siblings likings (or by their parents
suggestions).

(a) What is the probability that at least two of the children will like the ice cream flavour
that they have tried? [10p]

(b) For any five-children famiiy going to Italy on vacation, the parents of the family feel that
the ice-cream bar visit will be a success if at least two children like to the new flavours.
How many families need to take their five children to an ice-cream bar in Italy as above
in order for the probability of at least one family having satisfied parents to be 1/2? [10p]

6. Suppose that (Ω,F , P ) is a probability space and X1, X2, . . . is an infinite sequence of inde-
pendent identically distributed r.v.’s, with E(Xi) = µ,Var(Xi) = σ2. Let t ≥ 0 be fixed and
arbitrary, and define (the stochastic process)

Yn(t) =

[nt]∑
i=1

Xi,

with [v] denoting the integer part of the real number v.

(a) Calculate E(Yn(t)) and Var(Yn(t)). [10p]

(b) Show that

1

n
Yn(t)

L2

→ g(t),

as n→∞, for some function g. Determine the function g. [10p]
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